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Role of Emissions in Global Atmospheric Chemistry 

• Primary release 
mechanism of 
reactive chemical 
compounds into the 
atmosphere 
 

• In global chemistry 
modelling emissions 
have a major impact 
on calculated results 
 

• All model users will 
work with emissions 
at some stage. 



Emissions Classification 

• What types of 
emissions exist? 
 
– Natural sources 
– Anthropogenic 

sources 
– Classification by 

other criteria, 
e.g. gas phase 
versus aerosol 

 



Natural Emissions 

• Produced through natural processes e.g. photosynthesis, respiration, wild 
fires etc.  

• Often have a dependence on environmental factors 

• Some of the most interesting “new” research topics deal with the 
feedbacks between climate and natural emissions. 



Anthropogenic Emissions 

• Produced by man-made processes e.g. pasture burning, agriculture, 
industry etc. Can have “environmental dependence” but generally not. 

• For some compounds anthropogenic emissions are the dominant 
source. 

• Predicted to change due to socio-economic factors. 



Compilation of Emissions Inventories 

• Emissions data is typically provided in gridded inventories, 
either 2D or 3D depending on emission type. 

• Global emission fluxes are often provided as monthly 
emissions fluxes (kg[species] m-2 s-1) 

• Inventories are compiled with substantial effort using 
different techniques (e.g. top-down vs bottom-up) 

C. Eyers (2005) AERO2k Report 



Web Portals for Emissions Data 

• GEIA Emissions Data Web Portal is a very good source of 
information for global emissions data  http://eccad.sedoo.fr 



Implementation of Emissions in Global Chemistry-Climate Models 

• Choice of chemistry scheme determines the range of the 
emitted compounds. 

• Emitted species can be “lumped” into compound groups. 

• Online versus offline emissions. 

• How to deal with sub-grid scale heterogeneity, plume 
processing (benefits versus computational expense). 

• Temporal resolution: Monthly seasonal cycle versus 
diurnal/weekday cycle. 

• Is emission height relevant? (e.g. aircraft emissions, biomass 
burning, explosive volcanic eruptions). 

 



Sub-grid scale mixing of emissions in global models 

• How realistic is the instantaneous dilution of regionally heterogeneous 
emissions in global model grid boxes? 

Huszar et al., 2010 

taken from Paoli et al., GMD, 2011 



Examples from the Literature (1) 

taken from Paoli et al., GMD, 2011 

Study by Huszar et al., 2010 

JJA – pptv DJF – pptv 

DJF – % JJA – % 

Shipping NOx 
 
∆ NOx due to  
plume model 

∆ NOx ∆ NOx 

∆ NOx ∆ NOx 



Examples from the Literature (2) 

taken from Paoli et al., GMD, 2011 

Study by Meijer et al., JGR, 2001 

Aircraft NOx (pptv) 
250 hPa 

∆ Aircraft NOx (pptv) 
due to plume modelling 

∆ O3 (ppbv) from above 
due to plume modelling 

∆ O3 (ppbv) from aircraft NOx 
250 hPa 



Temporal resolution of emissions data 



Emissions in the UKCA Model 

• Gas-phase emissions for StratTrop (CheST) chemistry 

taken from UMDP 084 vn10.9 

https://code.metoffice.gov.uk/doc/um/latest/umdp.html 



Emissions in the UKCA Model 

• Aerosol and Online Emissions 

taken from UMDP 084 vn10.9 

https://code.metoffice.gov.uk/doc/um/latest/umdp.html 



UKCA emissions use NetCDF format 

• “New” emissions, using the NetCDF format, are no longer new and are now the standard 
method. 

• NetCDF introduces flexibility and allows the use of different emission fields to account for 
independent source sectors for any given tracer. 

• Metadata attributes in the NetCDF files avoid inconsistencies and allow cross-checking,  
e.g. of units, within the UKCA code. 

• NetCDF files strive for CF compliance (but not always the case). 
• Old ancillary file format only used for two files, DMS and chlorophyll, from oceanic sources 

(can be provided by ocean biogeochemistry model). 

taken from UMDP 084 vn10.9 



NetCDF Attributes (1) 

Information about how the emissions are to be implemented within 
UKCA is provided through meta data in the NetCDF files. 
 
UKCA reads met data from NetCDF attributes. 

update_type: 

global attributes “emission_type” and  
“update_type” are often found together 
in earlier emissions files.  
Both attributes do the same thing and  
emission_type will be discontinued! 



NetCDF Attributes (2) 



NetCDF Attributes (3) 



Example emissions file 

[…..] 



Implementation of time-varying emissions 

• Time-varying emissions for the ACSIS Project: 
http://www.ukca.ac.uk/wiki/index.php/Emissions_for_ACSIS 
 

• Typically compilation of sector data from various sources necessary 
• Lumping of VOC groups into emitted compounds is required 
• Choices required regarding calendar setting (360-day vs Gregorian):  

Consistency w.r.t. to annual emitted totals or w.r.t. monthly emissions flux? 
• Generation of the model’s emissions files requires mass-conserving regridding (i.e. no 

interpolation!) of the raw data to the model grid, in order to conserve the mass fluxes.  
 

http://www.ukca.ac.uk/wiki/index.php/Emissions_for_ACSIS


Summary 

• Numerical models use inputs (e.g. emissions), operate on these and 
produce outputs (results). Quality of these inputs is essential in 
atmospheric chemistry modelling as they stand at the beginning of the 
chemical processes. 

• A combination of anthropogenic and natural emissions data is required to 
represent atmospheric chemistry in global models. Choice of emitted 
compounds and their implementation depends highly on the objective of 
the study.  There is more than one correct way how emissions data can be 
included in models (and there are even more incorrect ways!). 

• UKCA uses input data files in NetCDF format which allows for consistency 
checking and flexibility in the way how the emissions are released in the 
model (altitude, temporal frequency, source sectors etc.) 

• A concise description of the UKCA emissions implementation is available in 
UMDP 84 (UKCA) Chapter 10. 
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